Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) have recently received increased attention, together with the rise of neural architectures for scalable training of dense vector embeddings. While some of the literature even includes terms like 'vectors' and 'dimensionality' in the definition of DSMs, there are some good reasons why we should consider alternative formulations of distributional models. As an instance, I present a scalable graph-based solution to distributional semantics. The model belongs to the family of 'count-based' DSMs, keeps its representation sparse and explicit, and thus fully interpretable. I will highlight some important differences between sparse graph-based and dense vector approaches to DSMs: while dense vector-based models are computationally easier to handle and provide a nice uniform representation that can be compared and combined in many ways, they lack interpretability, provenance and robustness. On the other hand, graph-based sparse models have a more straightforward interpretation, handle sense distinctions more naturally and can straightforwardly be linked to knowledge bases, while lacking the ability to compare arbitrary lexical units and a compositionality operation. Since both representations have their merits, I opt for exploring their combination in the outlook.
Introduction
Rooted in Structural Linguistics (de Saussure, 1966; Harris, 1951) , Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs, see e.g. (Baroni and Lenci, 2010) ) characterize the meaning of lexical units by the contexts they appear in, cf. (Wittgenstein, 1963; Firth, 1957) . Using the duality of form and contexts, forms can be compared along their contexts (Miller and Charles, 1991) , giving rise to the field of Statistical Semantics. A data-driven, unsupervised approach to representing word meaning is attractive as there is no need for laborious creation of lexical resources. Further, these approaches naturally adapt to the domain or even language at hand. Desirable, in general, is a model that provides a firm basis for a wider range of (semantic) tasks, as opposed to specialised solutions on a per-task basis.
While most approaches to distributional semantics rely on dense vector representations, the reasons for this seem rather technical than well-justified. To de-bias the discussion, I propose a competitive graph-based formulation. Since all representations have advantages and disadvantages, I will discuss some ways of how to fruitfully combine graphs and vectors in the future.
Vectors -a solution to Plato's Problem?
Vector space models have a long tradition in Information Retrieval (Salton et al., 1975) , and heavily influence the way we think about representing documents and terms today. The core idea is to represent each document with a bag-of-words vector of |V | dimensions with vocabulary V , counting how often This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. License details: http://creativecommons. org/licenses/by/4.0/ each word appears in the respective document. Queries, which are in fact very short documents, can be matched to documents by appropriately comparing their vectors. Since V is large, the representation is sparse -most entries in the vectors are zero. Note, however, that zeros are not stored in today's indexing approaches. When Deerwester et al. (1990) introduced Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), its major feature was to reduce the dimensionality of vectors, utilising the entirety of all documents for characterising words by the documents they appear in, and vice versa. Dimensionality reduction approaches like Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) map distributionally similar words (occurring in similar contexts) to similar lower-dimensional vectors, where the dimensionality typically ranges from 200 to 10'000. Such a representation is dense: there are virtually no zero entries in these vectors. A range of more recent models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), are characterised in the same way -variants are distinguished by the notion of context (document vs. window-based vs. structured by grammatical dependencies) and the mechanism for dimensionality reduction. With the advent of neural embeddings such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) , a series of works showed modest but significant advances in semantic tasks over previous approaches. Levy and Goldberg (2014b) , however, showed that there is no substantial representational advance in neural embeddings, as they approximate matrix factorisation, as used in LSA. The advantage of word2vec is rather its efficient and scalable implementation that enables the processing of larger text collections. Improvements on task performance can mostly be attributed to better tuning of hyperparameters 1 -which however overfits the DSM to a task at hand, and defies the premise of unsupervised systems of not needing (hyper)supervision.
But there is a problem with all of these approaches: the fallacy of dimensionality 2 , following from a simplification that we should not apply without being aware of its consequences: there is no 'appropriate number' of dimensions in natural language, because natural language follows a scale-free distribution on all levels (e.g. (Zipf, 1949; Steyvers and Tenenbaum, 2005; Mukherjee et al., 2008), inter al.) . Thus, a representation with a fixed number of dimensions introduces a granularity -'major' dimensions encode the most important distinctions while 'minor' distinctions in the data cannot be modelled if the granularity is too coarse. This is why the recommended number of dimensions depends on the task, the dataset's size and even the domain. In principle, there are two conclusions from studies that vary the number of dimensions to optimise some sort of a score: (a) in one type of study, there is a sweet spot in the number of dimensions, typically between 50 and 2000. This means that the dimension is indeed task-dependent, (b) the 'optimal' number of dimensions is the highest number tested, indicating that it probably would have been better to keep a sparse representation. Interestingly, the most frequent reason researchers state, if asked why they did not use a sparse representation, is a technical one: many machine learning and statistical libraries do not natively operate on sparse representations, thus run out of memory when trying to represent all those zeros.
Graph-based Sparse Representations
Since I am proposing to de-bias the discussion on DSMs from the domination of vectors towards a more balanced view, I am exemplifying a graph-based DSM in this section. The JoBimText framework is a scalable graph-based DSM implementation, developed in cooperation with IBM Research (Gliozzo et al., 2013) . It is defined rather straightforwardly: lexical items j ∈ J are represented by their p most salient contexts B j , where saliency is measured by frequency or a statistical measure that prefers frequent co-occurrence, such as LMI (Evert, 2004) or LL (Dunning, 1993) . Similarity of lexical items is defined as the overlap count of their respective contexts: sim( j k , j l ) = |(x|x ∈ B j k &x ∈ B j l )|. We call the graph of all lexical items with edges weighted by this similarity a distributional thesaurus (DT). Despite its simplicity, or maybe because of that, this DSM compares favourably to other DSMs (Riedl, 2016) , including Lin's thesaurus (Lin, 1998 ), Curran's measure (Curran, 2004) , and word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Levy and Goldberg, 2014a) on word similarity tasks, especially for large data. It was further successfully used for word expansion in word sense disambiguation (Miller et al., 2012) feature for lexical substitution (Szarvas et al., 2013) , for multiword identification , decompounding (Riedl and Biemann, 2016) and for resolving bridging mentions in co-reference (Feuerbach et al., 2015) . The key to a scalable implementation is rooted in the pruning parameter p (typically p=1000), which has two functions: it reduces noise in the representations by only keeping the most salient contexts, and it limits the size of the representation, which is a list of key-value-pairs of fixed length (as opposed to a vector of fixed length). In other words: While there is a maximum size of the representation, as given by p, it is not the case that the information is compressed in a vector of fixed dimensionality, since 'dimensions', if one wants to call them such, are different for each represented item.
Of course, it would be possible to represent item-contexts or the distributional thesaurus in sparse matrices of very high dimensionality, but this view would not take the inherent sparseness into account and might obscure possible optimizations.
Using the JoBimText DSM as a core, we extend this model in several ways. First, we perform word sense induction (WSI) on the ego-networks of lexical items in the DT (Biemann, 2006) , utilising the property of many graph clustering algorithms that do not require the number of clusters as input (like e.g. k-Means). Further, we add taxonomic links (hypernyms) from Hearst-pattern-like extractions (Hearst, 1992) . WSI allows us to disambiguate the model, which results in what we call a Proto-conceptualization (PCZ) (Faralli et al., 2016) , see Table 1 . The PCZ consists of entries that correspond to word senses, a list of similar senses, a list of hypernyms and a list of contexts that are salient for the sense. Note that it is straightforward to add these and other typed, weighted relationships in a graph-based framework, cf. (Hovy, 2010) . Furthermore, it is straightforward to link this kind of structure to existing structured resources, such as lexical-semantic networks and ontologies, see (Pavel and Euzenat, 2013; Faralli et al., 2016) .
While it is possible to represent the similarity graph of terms or concepts of a graph-based DSM with real-valued matrices, it is not straightforward to convert it into a metric space since the overlap similarity measure is not a distance measure. For example 3 , we find the most similar word to "anaconda" to be "python" in the snake sense with a similarity score of 36 and "snake" with a similarity score of 31. However, "python" snake's list of most similar terms starts with "snake, serpent, rattlesnake, cobra...", with "anaconda" appearing at rank 26.
Comparison of Graph-based and Vector-based DSMs
Above, I already hinted at fundamental differences between vector-based (VDSMs) and graph-based (GDSMs) distributional semantic models. In this section, these differences and their consequences are described in more detail. Most differences are rooted in the fact that VDSMs encode lexical items in a metric space, where a point in the n-dimensional space corresponds to the coordinates given by the n-dimensional vector. This is not the case for GDSMs for lack of fixed dimensionality. In all of the aspects discussed below, there exist solutions for both representations, but in many cases, one of the representations is more suitable than the other.
Word Similarity In word relatedness or similarity evaluations, where the global similarity ranking of word pairs should be predicted by the DSM, VDSMs excel since the graph-based model does not relate lexical items that are dissimilar at all, therefore not being able to discern a difference in degree of relatedness e.g. between rooster:voyage and asylum:fruit (from RG65; (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965) ). On the other hand, the ability of the GDSM only return a set of minimally similar items has been experimentally shown to be advantageous when using DSM similarity for lexical expansion (cf. (Miller et al., 2012) ).
Similarity Computation and Semantic Neighbourhood Similarity computation in the metric space of the VDSM is computationally expensive and needs engineering solutions like K-d-trees (Bentley, 1990) or approximation (Sugawara et al., 2016) to make it feasible to return the top-n-similar list of items, which is a frequently used function in statistical semantics. In GDSMs, on the other hand, similarity is directly read off the representation. Pre-computation of all similarities in VDSMs is possible, but does not scale well, cf. .
Word Sense Representations Another consequence of the metric space is that neighbourhoods of lexical items are populated with similar lexical items across all frequency bands. This leads to the following situation when trying to induce word senses: Suppose we hypothesise for a lexical item like "bank" that it has more than one sense and we want to cluster the neighbourhood to get two sense representations. As for most ambiguous words, the sense distribution is biased: in our hypothetical collection, the monetary sense of bank is much better represented than the river bank sense. In this situation, the vector for "bank" is surrounded by other money-bank-terms (such as names of banks). The larger the underlying corpus, the higher is the amount of these terms, most of them rare (see e.g. (Pelevina et al., 2016) ). We either do not find river-bank terms in the neighbourhood or we have to extend the neighbourhood until we pull in a lot of unrelated words into our subspace we use for clustering. This might be a reason why in word sense induction, graph-based algorithms are very popular while there are only few approaches that determine the number of sense embeddings per item automatically (as e.g. (Neelakantan et al., 2014) ).
Word analogy and other arithmetics Word analogy tasks are a classic use-case for word embeddings, and there are further works, which learn vector operations that represent semantic relations. While many of these approaches in fact learn prototypical heads of the respective relation (Levy et al., 2015) , word analogy and relational arithmetics are much less straightforward in GDSMs.
Compositionality This is another task where the VDSM representation is more suited than GDSMs. While in general, a scalable computation in GDSMs allows to compute representation and similarities for frequent multi-word units , the computation of compositional vectors from single vectors in VDSMs is more attractive since it generalises to unseen combinations, even phrases and sentences (Bentivogli et al., 2016) .
Interpretability and Robustness of Representation
The lack of interpretability of vectors and their dimensions is one of the strongest points of critique on dense vectors: while sometimes, post-hoc explanations for some of the dimensions are found, it holds in general that most or nearly all latent dimensions have no direct interpretation, and running the same model on a somewhat different collection would yield entirely different dimensions and embeddings. This is where sparse models shine, as their representations are readable. For example, it is possible to query the GDSM described above why anaconda and python are similar (because they coil up, are snakes, swallow, digest, gorge, tighten, and co-occur in conjunctions with other snakes, easily readable off the shared context representation) -and the same 'reasons' for similarity will be found in other corpora as well, assuming they contain a sufficient amount of snakes.
Learnability and Cognitive Plausibility A cognitively plausible model should be able to learn continuously and iteratively from an input stream of language. This point is not well-addressed by both representations. While it is agreed upon that human brains operate on distributed neural representations, this is where the commonalities between humans and static, per-task neural architectures already end. One major divergence lies in the epochal training, which humans do not need, especially when extending their vocabulary. Dense vector representations are either produced by a single operation that requires the entire corpus and vocabulary to be known beforehand (e.g. LSA) or by sampling methods that are obtained by several iterations over the input data, which also require a fixed vocabulary. Count-based sparse methods do not suffer from the fixed vocabulary restriction; however, it is also implausible that the sparse full co-occurrence counts are stored, and most of the current implementations are technically implemented in batch mode, not providing the possibility to update the model through processing further material.
For restrictions of space, this list of differences ends here. There are different criteria and use-cases for DSMs, and there are solutions or at least circumventions for most of the critical points I have risen. However, what should become clear is, that there is a substantial difference and some representations are in fact more adequate than others, depending on the scenario or task.
Conclusions and Outlook
Where do we go from here? If this position paper has convinced you as a reader to re-visit the assumption that DSMs must be represented in vector spaces, then I have already reached my goal. Now that we hopefully agree that there is value in both vector-based and graph-based representations, the next natural question is how to combine them to get the best of both worlds. Ideally, depending on the tsk, problem, and engineering constraints, it would be desirable to switch between both representations, or to inform one another at construction time.
A starting point to a combination might be to break down methods that use DSMs into their parts and to gauge which representation is more suitable. For example, take word sense induction and disambiguation: As mentioned above, it might be advantageous to cluster graphs instead of vectors because there are straightforward methods that do not require the number of clusters to be set beforehand (which is a 'big no-no' in WSI) and because vector space neighbourhoods of words with biased sense distributions might be overpopulated by the dominant sense. However, for disambiguation, it might be an advantage to use dense representations since they are less sparse and thus allow a higher recall in sense assignment in context. Or, for another example, imagine that we would like our systems not only to recognise word analogies, but also to explain why the system perceives an analogy. While we can use dense vector spaces to generate/recognise the analogy, we can search for commonalities and differences in the sparse context representation to yield a plausible and readable explanation.
Finally, what will be really needed in the future in order to support adaptive, interactive, iterative and contextualised applications also on the level of language processing are semantic models with a robust representation and are enhanced and improved in the moment new text is processed by the application.
